
 
 

Dear All 

 

I took a walk around the Victoria Falls during the week.  They are looking really good now.  Not too much 

water and not too little.   

 

The first thing I noticed is how clean the walkways and surroundings are.  I was really impressed.  The park 

has been very busy over the holiday period and I did not see one piece of litter.   

 

The second thing I noticed was a group of tourists walking on the lip of the Falls.  When is this practice 

going to end?  How many more lives to we have to lose by these unlicensed, unprofessional guides before 

they are not allowed to operate within the park – guides that persuade tourists to take the walk (for a fee) 

in the first place.   

 

Here are some photos of the Falls for fun: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Given Lubinda visits Livingstone 

 

Given Lubinda is the new Minister of Broadcasting, Information and Tourism.  He visited Livingstone during 

the week to see the Tourist Capital for himself.  He had a busy schedule visiting many of the tourist 

operations to see things for himself.  On Saturday in between a Jet Boat ride and a Steam Safari he held a 

meeting for tour operators at the Zambezi Sun.   

 

There were presentations by Kingsley Lilamono, Chairman of LTA, followed by one by Mr Lubinda.  Kingsley 

went over the LTA’s wish list for improvement of economy for the tourism industry in Livingstone.   

 
Mr Lubinda then spoke.  Before I list the bits of Mr Lubinda’s speech which I can remember, I know many of 

you reading this will think: Here we go again.  What promises are going to be offered only to be broken? 

Mr Lubinda seemed to be talking from his heart and had some positive comments.  During the speech he 

told us what he had already done.  Firstly he had stopped (for the time being) the new Tourism Levy which 

we were all expecting.  He felt that if the sector was not doing well and that Zambia was already known to 

be an expensive destination, how could the government add more to the costs.  Secondly he told us that he 

had stopped the signing of the new Hospitality Act because he wanted input from the hospitality industry.  

He would be calling for submissions.  Finally he said that they were revisiting the ZAWA Act.  He knows that 



tourism and the environment must work together so the Act should improve the quality and quantity of 

wildlife in Zambia.   

 

So, with that backdrop, maybe we have hope that things might get done.  So here are the things from his 

speech which I can remember and seemed important: 

 

Tourism is a volatile industry therefore tourism policies must be long term and must be through public 

private dialogue and be for the benefit of the industry. 

The tourism industry must be honest in its accounting. 

The UNWTO will either make or break Livingstone (and Zambia) as a tourist destination.  Planning must be 

done properly.  The Commonwealth Agricultural Show to be held in Livingstone between 15-27 September 

will be a good time for Livingstone to practice. 

The tourism industry must always be one step ahead of government; government should follow with the 

proper legislation. 

The new one-stop shop for businesses in town will be used as a model which may be followed in other 

towns in Zambia. 

The movement of the Provincial Headquarters to Choma should enhance the Livingstone environment.  The 

town environment should be improved and needs people with an eye for beauty.  The town should not get 

ugly buildings like the many he has seen in the town.   

The park needs to be expanded so that we can offer a better wildlife experience to visitors. 

Although time was not with Mr Lubinda to see the Kazungula and Sesheke borders he sent a team there to 

have a look and will receive a report.  He is aware that improvements need to be made. 

While driving to town he stopped at a road block where the police were stopping foreign cars.  He asked 

them why the foreign cars were stopped.  The policeman on duty said that often the foreign vehicles have 

not paid the correct fees at the border.  Mr Lubinda commented that the reason for the visitors not having 

the correct paperwork was because the Zambian authorities were at fault; the police should base 

themselves near the border to advise.  He felt that Livingstone needed a friendly police service because it 

was very intimidating when in a foreign country to be stopped by police.   

Generally, he felt that the staff at lodges/hotels/activities were excellent.  He did however notice a few 

which were not up to scratch.  It was important to have a good training centre so that staff can get proper 

training.  Walter Mzembi, the Minister of Tourism in Zimbabwe has stated that if Zambia comes up with a 

good training centre, the Zimbabwe trainees will be sent here. 

The airport needs to be completed on time and to be of the highest standards.  Livingstone should be the 

regional hub for flight arrivals.   

Domestic tourism has to be increased.  Operators should find ways to promote this through low season 

prices or by getting the children to visit their operations.   

The boundaries of Livingstone will be extended to include Chief Mukuni’s area.  Chief Mukuni had offered 

land on which to build a conference facility.   

 

I think that was about it.  There was no time for many questions which obviously needed to be asked so 

Kingsley said that any submissions could be sent to him and he would forward them on (I have already sent 

mine!) 

 

 

Border Crossing at Katima 

From an article in the Namibia by Nankelo Katjiuongua  

 

… The journey from Windhoek to Katima Mulilo was pretty smooth. But arriving at our border post at 

Katima Mulilo was a shocking revelation. Next to the entrance of the immigration office was a pile of 

rubbish, flies swarming and an overwhelming stench that followed us inside. 

 



The queue was not very long but it was slow because only one officer was on duty, darting between the 

arrivals and departures desks. I thought to 

myself: "Here we go. If this is what 

Namibian border control is like, what 

about the rest?" 

 

After a short drive to the Sesheke border 

in Zambia, a police officer carrying an 

AK47 rifle waved us to stop and to get out 

of our vehicle. He instructed that we wash 

our hands in bowl filled with a pinkish 

liquid and step on a wet and sandy rug. He 

explained that it was all meant to prevent 

people from carrying the foot-and-mouth 

disease from Namibia into Zambia. 

 

I looked down at that water: the thought 

of dipping my hands into the pinkish liquid made my stomach heave. All I could think of is how many people 

had washed their hands in that water by that time of the afternoon. 

 

On we went to the immigration office 

some 100 metres further. The first thing 

I noticed is that there were more 

officers on duty, but clearly I stepped 

into a whole new world with goats 

roaming in front of the immigration 

offices, dilapidated caravans being used 

as offices, and men carrying wads of 

banknotes that seem to have changed 

way too many hands. Write details in a 

book, have passport stamped and we 

turned to journey on. 

 

And, just like a typical African movie, 

the woman who was at the customs 

queue called us aside, leading us into a 

'private office'. This 'officer' told us 

about various taxes that we had to pay 

and she kindly offered to make our lives easier by not having to visit all four caravan offices. We asked her 

to get all the paperwork done first and then we would pay her later. Perhaps that's why we ended up paying 

more than N$1 000 in an assortment of taxes, as we chose to go from 'office' to 'office'. But it later turned 

out she was not even a government official.  

 

The drive through Zambia showed me the life of Africans the way I had not seen it before. Livestock were 

grazing comfortably among human settlements and towns. Roads in most parts were in a poor and 

potholed state. But one thing that surprised me was the peaceful atmosphere among the people. 

 

Everyone seemed to go about their lives happy with their lot. This stood out even more distinctly when my 

partner and I walked through the streets of Livingstone at 22h30. 

 

None had street lights but not a single person tried to attack us or even looked in our direction for that 

matter. … 

 

 



Is there hope for Lochinvar National Park? 

 

Previously I reported after a trip to Lochinvar that the lechwe were dying; the land was covered in an 

invasive weed – mimosa pigra.  I attributed this to the lack of flooding by the Kafue River because of the 

Itezhi-tezhi dam upstream which holds back the water for power generation.   

 

This week I found a report of a study which has been undertaken on the effects of dams in our African 

environment, a study which looked at the effects on the dams on the environment of the Kafue Flats.  Here 

are some bits: 

 

Bernhard Wehrli explains how scientific research currently focusing on large dams in Africa’s Zambezi 

River basin will help contribute towards the sustainable design and management of hydraulic structures 

in the future 

 

Of all continents, Africa has the smallest reservoir storage capacity, the lowest proportion of irrigated 

agriculture, and the lowest degree of electrification. Dams offer solutions to these problems and could 

thereby contribute to socio-economic progress. However, the urgent need for expanding water storage 

capacity in Africa conflicts with the negative social and ecological impacts of large dams that have been 

identified in the past. In exploiting the hydroelectric potential and the irrigation capacity of African rivers, 

major challenges will be to improve the operation of existing dams and to avoid past mistakes when 

designing new ones. 

 

Meeting these challenges requires scientific progress in order to design and manage complex hydraulic 

structures in sustainable ways; and it will also require improved institutional settings for transboundary 

water management. 

 

The acronym ADAPT stands for an interdisciplinary research project on integrated water resource 

management in the Zambezi River basin, which will offer scientific insight to adapt the planning and 

operation of large dams to social needs and environmental constraints. The overarching goals of the ADAPT 

project are to: … 

 

New technologies with spatially distributed hydrologic and hydraulic models are being developed based on 

new approaches for real-time incorporation of remote-sensing data. Such models give managers and 

stakeholders spatially and temporally explicit information on flow rates and water storage in the entire 

Zambezi River basin. More detailed versions are now already available for the Kafue River basin and allow 

predicting the extension of flooded areas in the Kafue Flats, a large wetland downstream of Itezhi-Tezhi 

dam. Such predictions are essential for optimising dam operation in this ecologically sensitive environment. 

… 

 

In order to assess water quality effects of large dams, detailed sampling and analysis campaigns were 

conducted over the past four years in the Kafue and Itezhi-Tezhi reservoirs and in downstream river reaches. 

The studies of the transport and transformation of carbon, nutrients and particles revealed that lakes Kariba 

and Itezhi-Tezhi act as effective sinks for nutrients and sediments. As much as 70% of nitrogen and 90% of 

phosphorus are trapped in Lake Kariba and this nutrient supply is missing in downstream ecosystems. In 

addition the riparian zone of Lake Kariba dam acts as an important source for the bubble-emission of 

methane, an important greenhouse gas. The study also revealed that the dam’s water intake is well-

designed for minimising the release of greenhouse gases downstream of the turbines. 

 

Mitigating the downstream effects of dams on large wetlands is only possible if the consequences of 

different operation rules on biodiversity hotspots can be predicted. Ongoing research into the changes in 

terrestrial vegetation in the Kafue flats after dam closure document the invasion of shrubs and the 

expansion of lagoons, both at the expense of grassland which is the feeding ground of the Lechwe (an 

endemic antelope species). Analysis and modelling of these landscape-scale changes as a response to the 

hydrologic regime will help quantify optimal managed floods for the ecosystem. 



… 

 

The ADAPT project started in August 2006 with a pilot phase for establishing a close collaboration between 

Swiss research groups and partners in Zambia, Mozambique and Zimbabwe. The synthesis phase will end in 

2012. 

… http://www.cces.ethz.ch/projects/nature/adapt  Bernhard Wehrli, Professor of Aquatic Chemistry, Swiss 

Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) and Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology 

(Eawag), Seestrasse 79, CH-6047 Kastanienbaum, Switzerland. Email: wehrli@eawag.ch 

 

 

 

Typhoid In Zambia 

 

Typhoid has occurred in Lusaka and north to the Copperbelt and Tanzania.  The outbreaks have occurred 

where sanitary conditions are not good, generally in high-density housing areas.   

 

Mufulira in the Copperbelt is badly hit with over 1,500 people having contracted the disease.  There has 

been one death.   

 

Minister of Health, Professor Nkandu Luo: As much as we understand that poverty is pushing some people 

to reach this level of puncturing pipes to fertilise their gardens, the council and Mulonga Water is to blame 

because they have been careless to allow people to encroach in these areas thereby posing a danger to 

these important facilities.   

This shows that authorities are relaxed and they are not responsible; they don't take interest in what they 

do because measures should have been put in place to protect people from getting closer to water pipes 

and related facilities. 

 

 

ZIMBABWE 
 

Parking fees in Victoria Falls Town 

 

NOTICE TO THE MOTORING PUBLIC OF VICTORIA FALLS, THE MOTORING PUBIC IS CORDIALLY ADVISED 

THAT, WITH EFFECT FROM  THE 1ST OF JANUARY 2012, THE MUNICIPALITY OF VICTORIA FALLS WILL BE 

SELLING PARKING DISCS IN DESIGNATED  AREAS WITHIN THE CBD.  ALL STAKEHOLDERS ARE THEREFORE 

FORMALLY ADVISED TO PURCHASE PARKING DISCS IN ADVANCE. THIS WILL ALLOW MOTORISTS TO PARK 

THEIR VEHICLES ON THE DESIGNATED AREAS FOR A SPECIFIED PERIOD WHICH IS IN LINE WITH PURCHASED 

DISCS WITHOUT THE INCONVENIENCE OF BEING CLAMPED. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE 

APPROACH OUR CASH PAY POINTS AT THE MAIN OFFICES IN TOWN AND CHINOTIMBA WHERE YOU WILL 

GET ASSISTED.  

 

 

Anthrax in Mana Pools 

 

According to a report, anthrax has occurred in Mana Pools.  The disease has affected hippo, buffalo, 

elephant and kudu.  Over 165 animals have died.   

 

The area has been sealed off and all the carcasses have been burned in order to stop the spread.   

 

Anthrax spores can live for many years in the soil, one instance of 70 years.  The animals are infected when 

they eat the grass on which the spores have surfaced.  Anthrax outbreaks tend to happen when there are 

extreme weather conditions like flood or drought.   

 



NAMIBIA 
 

River Levels go Down 

 

The river levels in the Kwando and Kavango Rivers have started to go down.  A few weeks ago the levels 

were at extremely high levels for the time of the year and there were worries about flooding.  Now, though, 

the rains have dwindled in Angola and there is less water feeding into the rivers.   

 

   

WOLFGANG’S COLUMN  
    

OFFICIAL DENIALS EXPOSE YET MORE TIMEBOMBS FOR CONSERVATIONISTS 

 

(The most direct ‘line’ from Mwambani to Musoma leads across the Serengeti) 

With much of ‘official’ Tanzania on their 

year-end vacation to celebrate Christmas 

and New Year, the almost inevitable 

denials over the suggested direct routing 

of a new railway line from Tanga to 

Musoma through the Serengeti National 

Park came from lower ranking officials, 

clearly stung by the vehement reaction in 

regional and international media. 

It was reported here, and then followed 

up by Uganda’s The Daily Monitor 

(www.monitor.co.ug) that the pre-

Christmas signing of a Memorandum of 

Understanding between Uganda, 

Tanzania and the China Civil Engineering 

Construction Company paved the way for 

a full scale feasibility study to be carried out by the Chinese company at a cost of approximately 450 million 

US Dollars. Considering that the Tanzanian government, under immense international pressure over plans 

to build a highway across the same stretch of wilderness area, had to yield and write to UNESCO – the 

Serengeti is a World Heritage Site – that no highway would be built, only to see the letter writer, Tourism 

Minister Maige then rubbish his own written assurance within weeks when he claimed in public utterances 

that the road would still be built anyway, the denials however sound hallow and shallow. 

It is clear that cost, as in everything, is a crucial factor and should the feasibility study suggest that a direct 

route would be cheaper, and therefore financially more viable, it is a foregone conclusion that the 

Tanzanian government will inevitably have to consider such proposals, more so as China is also the likely 

source of finance for the mega project, and should the Tanzanian government attempt to alter the 

outcome of the study, they would risk the financing and the project altogether. 

The Acting Director of Economic Infrastructure in the ministry of East African Cooperation, Dr. B. Rufunjo, in 

his hastily convened media briefing on Thursday in Dar es Salaam, while attempting to deny such a routing 

would be even remotely possible, added yet another dimension to this ongoing saga, when he let it slip 

that as part of the agreements and discussions with Uganda even an oil pipeline would be constructed 

between the Tanzanian coast and the lake port of Mwanza, something he may well have to bite his tongue 

for after letting that cat out of the bag. 

There are now THREE major infrastructure projects on the table, seeking financing and implementation 

according to the professed plans and intent by the Tanzanian government. 

First was the highway, later on ‘reduced’ to a gravel road across the Serengeti to connect the mineral rich 

region between Lake Victoria and the Serengeti to the rest of the country. Then followed the information 

that a joint railway project was being planned with Uganda to connect Musoma, where a major lake port is 



to be constructed with the coast at Tanga, where right in the middle of the Coelacanth marine national park 

in Mwambani another deep sea port is to be set up. And as the third component, now out of the bag by slip 

of tongue of Dr. Rufunjo, the oil pipeline has been casually made public only days after the railway 

controversy began to race around the world, alarming and alerting the conservation fraternity once again 

to another potential assault on the Serengeti. 

 

TOURISM ENDS TOP EARNER FOR 2011 IN RWANDA 

Preliminary figures availed over the weekend from usually well informed sources indicate that the tourism 

sector has overtaken coffee and tea to become Rwanda’s top foreign exchange earner, during a year which 

also saw new arrival records being established. 

 

 

THE SMILE 
 

Perks of reaching 50 or being over 60 and heading towards 70! 

 

Kidnappers are not very interested in you. 

In a hostage situation you are likely to be released first.  

No one expects you to run--anywhere. 

People call at 9pm and ask, "did I wake you?" 

People no longer view you as a hypochondriac. 

There is nothing left to learn the hard way. 

You can eat supper at 4pm.  

You can live without sex but not your glasses. 

You no longer think of speed limits as a challenge. 

You quit trying to hold your stomach in no matter who walks into the room.  

Your investment in health insurance is finally beginning to pay off.  

Your joints are more accurate meteorologists than the national weather service. 

Your secrets are safe with your friends because they can't remember them either. 

Your supply of brain cells is finally down to manageable size.  

 

 

     

Have a good week 

 

Gill 

 


